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President’s Letter 

 
In this issue, we entertain the hypothesis that many of today’s discontents are due to 

excessive concentrations of power in both the private and public sector.  For some critical views 

of these tendencies, we include three widely separated documents.  The first, a protest against the 

economic concentration of the Gilded Age and a precursor of the progressive era of Theodore 

Roosevelt and William Howard Taft, is a speech on The New Feudalism delivered by a little 

remembered Allegany County lawyer, Benjamin Richmond, before the Maryland State Bar 

Association in 1898.  The second is Judge Learned Hand’s eulogy of Mr. Justice Brandeis, 

delivered in the Supreme Court chamber in 1942.  The third is a symposium on Creating 

Community in Planned Communities conducted by the Calvert Institute for Policy Research in 

2004. 

 

The version of Judge Hand’s speech here set out is from the Supreme Court Reports.  It is 

also reprinted in a collection of Judge Hand’s essays edited by Irving Dilliard, The Spirit of 

Liberty (New York: Knopf, 3rd ed. 1960).  Of this, one of my mentors in the law, the late 

Professor Philip Kurland observed: “I dislike dogma whatever its source, except perhaps the 

essays of Learned Hand”, of which he confessed to have worn out three copies.  Perhaps the 

sample here may inspire some of our readers to follow his example. 

 

We also include the present writer’s ‘take’ on the ambitious recent 1000 page history of 

the United States by Jill Lepore, These Truths (New York: Norton, 2019).  

 

Finally, for the benefit of our less industrious members, like the undersigned, shut in by 

the coronavirus, we furnish below a link to the New York Times Book Review’s helpful recent 

guide to Nordic Noir mystery novels: 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/24/books/review/nordic-noir-guide.html    

 

George W. Liebmann 



 

 

 

Bar Library Greeting/Note Cards 

In many ways, the last few months have seen us return to a quieter and slower pace of 

life.  Long walks, or even just sitting in our yards watching and listening to the birds.  I might at 

this juncture recommend another old fashioned pursuit, sending someone a letter or a note.  

Since our daughter went in the Army several years ago, I have discovered the great good 

pleasure of receiving a letter from her.  My wife on the other hand is more into “face time,” 

which I suppose is o.k. too. 

A number of years ago the Bar Library commissioned local artist Martha Dougherty to 

render works of the Bar Library and Mitchell Courthouse.  They were so well received that 

additional images of the Museum of Baltimore Legal History, Ceremonial Courtroom 400 and 

the Supreme Bench Courtroom (Courtroom 600), were completed.  In turn, these images were 

used to create Bar Library greeting/note cards.  These marvelous representations evoke a dignity 

and sophistication that make them ideal for just about any occasion.  The cards are blank inside 

(a brief description of what is portrayed is set forth on the back).  They sell for $1.50 each or 

$14.00 for a box of ten, which, as anyone who has recently purchased a card can tell you, is quite 



a bargain.  To get a look at the cards go to www.barlib.org and put your cursor over the 

Information “button” on the left which will present you with a number of options including 

“Greeting Cards for Sale.”  After you click on it, the cards will appear on the right.  For a 

larger view, just click on the particular card.  To purchase, just stop by the Library, phone us at 

410-727-0280 or send an e-mail to jwbennett@barlib.org.    

 

 

 

 

 

Bar Library Lecture Series 

 We are living at a time where more than anything else, we need something to look 

forward to.  With that in mind, please circle the date of Thursday, November 19, 2020, when 

Prof. Christopher R. Riano is scheduled to appear in the Main Reading Room of the Bar 

Library to speak on his book Marriage Equality: From Outlaws to In-Laws.  As always, the 

lecture will be followed by a wine and cheese reception.  I cannot begin to tell you how much 

I hope to see you there. 

http://www.barlib.org/
mailto:jwbennett@barlib.org


 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 
 

 



 



 



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Book Review by George W. Liebmann 
 

These Truths: A History of the United States (New York: Norton, 2018, 932 pp.) by Jill Lepore 

 

This extravagantly praised one-volume history of the United States is fraught with 

paradoxes. With its fixation on the conditions of blacks, of women, and to a lesser extent those of 

Native Americans, it is afflicted with the vice of presentism. Yet, curiously, its discussion of the 

last seventy years is the strongest and most original and objective portion of the book. 

 

Ms. Lepore’s account of the Founding finds the new nation’s governing principles as 

political equality, natural rights, and popular sovereignty, extrapolating from Jefferson’s rhetoric 

“that all men are created equal and independent [with] rights inherent and inalienable” with 

governments “deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed.”  The Declaration, 

however, as many have pointed out, was the Declaration of a confederacy, whose constituent 

states had different origins and premises, both as to slavery, as to religion, and as to mixed 

government. Likewise the Constitution was the work of framers deeply concerned with the 

horrors of classical antiquity who for the most part sought to foster not pure democracy but 

mixed government, later described by Justice Brandeis as designed “not to avoid friction, but by 

means of the inevitable friction incident to the governmental powers among three departments, to 

save the people from autocracy.” It also contemplated, as General De Gaulle, not a mean 

constitution-maker, later observed in 1970 “only two parties, which are opposed on none of the 

fundamental issues–nationhood, moral law, institutions, defense, freedom, ownership. It is a 

federation of States each of which, with its governor, its representatives, its judges and its 

officials–all elected–takes upon itself a large part of the immediate business of politics, 

administration, justice, public order, economy, health, education, etc. while the central 

government and Congress normally confine themselves to larger matters: foreign policy, civic 

rights and duties, defense, currency, overall taxes and tariffs.” 

 

Not for Ms. Lepore is the statement of Baltimore’s civil war mayor George William 

Brown that the Constitution, Lincoln to the contrary notwithstanding, contemplated a nation ‘half 

slave and half free.’ For her, Mr. Jefferson is “a man of sight, and of blindness.” She buys into 

the Sally Hemings narrative of the exploited, even raped, slave, disputed by many historians. But 

we are nowhere told that it was Jefferson who sought in 1775 to prohibit slavery in the western 

lands of Virginia extending to the Mississippi, who in 1784 came within one vote of prohibiting 

it in all lands thereafter to be acquired by the United States, and whose Northwest Ordinance 

ultimately prohibited it in the Upper Midwest. Nor were slave owners’ relations with their 

household servants, where they existed, notably different from the relations of British and French 

with their domestic servants; we may recall Mencken’s remark “As a result of this preference of 

the southern gentry for mulatto mistresses, there was created a series of mixed strains containing 

the best white blood of the south, and perhaps of the whole country.” She does acknowledge 

Jefferson’s unsuccessful effort to denounce slavery and the slave trade in the Declaration of 

Independence, and his deathbed reflection, almost unique among the framers, that “the mass of 

mankind has not been born with saddles on their backs, nor a favored few, booted and spurred, 

ready to ride them”. But debunking the greatest of our men, and one of the greatest of our 

Presidents, is an academic fashion today that not even the David Woods Kemper ‘41 Professor of 

American History at Harvard University can withstand. 



 

Her account of secession is also partisan and partial. The precipitating event for four 

states in the Upper South was not the firing on Fort Sumter but Lincoln’s call for Northern troops 

to coerce the South, and his rejection of compromise efforts in the four months interceding 

between his election and inauguration. The reconstruction policy initially pursued by Andrew 

Johnson was not greatly different from that urged by Lincoln before his death, and bore no 

resemblance to that of the Radical Republicans. Had Lincoln lived, he almost certainly would 

have experienced the phenomenon of a revolution devouring its own. Nor is her account of the 

so-called ‘compromise of 1877’ anything but misleading. Reconstruction did not succumb to 

“the seedy compromises, underhanded dealings, personal viciousness and outright fraud of 

small-minded and self-gratifying men.” Had Tilden been allowed to win the 1876 election, the 

result would have been the same. By the time of the election, the Grant Administration had 

abandoned military control of all but two or three states; its officials, notably Secretary of State 

Hamilton Fish and Attorney General Alphonso Taft were intent on fostering an orderly transfer 

of power and avoiding a flare-up of civil war. 

 

The discussion of the aftermath of the civil war omits its effects on the South. The black 

historian John Hope Franklin was the author of a book entitled “From Slavery to Freedom.” It 

might better have been entitled “From Slavery to Peonage,” for that was the lot of both whites 

and blacks in the South for nearly a century thanks to the Republican protective tariff regime 

initiated by Lincoln and continuing with only minor interruptions until being undone by four 

Southern free traders, Hull, Clayton, Byrnes and Vinson in the wake of World War II. South 

Carolina on a per capita basis was the richest state in the union in 1860. By 1945 it was the 

second poorest. Ms. Lepore would have benefitted from exploration of the third volume of the 

Cambridge Economic History of the United States. 

 

Ms. Lepore’s account of the Gilded Age is the conventional one discussing the populist 

and progressive movements and the horrors of Jim Crow, which was not in full bloom until the 

later part of the period thanks to the influence of social Darwinism. Of the advances in black 

literacy from 1865 to the turn of the century, much of it due to the efforts of Northern 

philanthropists, little will be found here. Nor is there any account of the development of civil 

society in the midwest and west–of the pastor-led migrations from the East and Europe, the 

construction of small towns and their law enforcement institutions, of churches, public schools, 

and denominational colleges, of the Morrill acts and the development of public colleges, of the 

beginnings of road development and the organization of townships and new states following the 

Jeffersonian design. There is a fixation on the ex-slaves, one-eighth of the population, then 

concentrated in the South. W.E.B. Du Bois, with nine index references, is seen to be their 

spokesman; Booker Washington with his advocacy of industrial education and gradualism is 

nowhere to be found. This is not really a history of the United States. 

 

There is also a distorted fixation on the beginnings of the suffrage movement. Yet 

women, albeit to a lesser degree than blacks, were not fully literate at its beginnings.  The index 

contains five references to Elizabeth Cady Stanton, one to Victoria Woodhull, and five to Susan 

B. Anthony. The female social reformers of the Progressive era and afterwards are nowhere 

mentioned. Mary Ellen Richmond, the founder of American social work is absent, as is Belle 

Moscowitz, the architect of unemployment insurance and other welfare state measures and the 



Abbott sisters, the most important influence on the creation of social security. Alfred E. Smith is 

a non-person; the state-level reforms of Robert La Follette are unmentioned. Yet the celebrated 

suffrage movement gave us the election of Wilson over Hughes in 1916, a tragedy for the world 

as well as the United States; Ms. Lepore does acknowledge its contribution to prohibition, 

nativism, pacifism, isolationism and the Neutrality Act of the 1930s. Even at this late date, she 

regards an Equal Rights Amendment as “a political settlement necessary to the stability of the 

republic.” Except for invalidation of remaining anti-abortion laws, it is unclear what it would 

contribute that Ginsbergian feminism has not. The latter with its doctrinaire denial of the 

relevance of sexual differences deprived women of the benefits of permanent alimony, the 

maternal preference rule in custody cases and in some circumstances labor protective legislation 

and lower insurance rates. It should be clear by now that the ‘sexual revolution’ benefitting 

college women like Ms. Lepore has had a less beneficial effect on the fortunes of bank tellers 

and supermarket clerks; the ranks of single mothers and those suffering from the ‘feminization of 

poverty’ have been greatly enhanced. 

 

The account of depression and war is conventional. She obscures the extent to which 

party warfare in 1930-32 curtailed the more constructive initiatives of President Hoover 

including the Home Owners Loan Corporation and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and 

the extent to which the persistence of the Depression was chargeable to monetary policy. She 

gives Hoover his due as the Secretary of Commerce and promoter of radio and civil aviation, but 

not for the Norris-La Guardia Act or the Banking Act of 1933, drafted by the Hoover treasury 

department. 

 

It is, surprisingly, in her account of the post-war period that Ms. Lepore comes into her 

own.  She comments on the abandonment by both parties of anti-monopoly policy and by the 

Democrats of the interests of labor in favor of the ‘knowledge class’, “the age of the snob.” “The 

left has abandoned solidarity across differences in favor of the meditation on and expansion of 

suffering, a politics of feeling and resentment, of self and sensitivity.”  Both the claims for 

reproductive rights and for gun rights rest on weak constitutional foundations, increasing the 

virulence with which they are asserted. She discusses the role of Robert Kennedy (aided by 

Justice Douglas) in fostering his brother’s intervention in Vietnam, and also speaks of the role of 

the Johnson and Nixon administrations in fostering the Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration and the boasts of the Clinton administration about 100,000 more local policemen 

and 125,000 more state prison cells. 

 

She has a jaundiced view of the influence of public opinion polls and their use to qualify 

primary candidates and participants in political debates. She decries the culture of ‘war rooms’ 

and perpetual campaigns accelerated by the Clinton administration and observes that the last 

several administrations, Republican as well as Democratic, have been the victims of attempted 

coup d’etats, attempting to depose them through ethics investigations. She charges the 

Democrats with spurning electoral politics for judicial remedies, and purity crusades. She decries 

the demise during the Reagan administration of the ‘fairness doctrine’ and the rise of a totally 

unregulated Internet due to the Telecommunications Act of 1996, giving rise to a national public 

opinion unmediated by Congress and political parties. Both Governor Romney and Mrs. Clinton 

spurned the concerns of half the electorate as beneath notice. 

 



The remedy she finds in the recovery of the original values of equality, respect for rights 

and political consent, as recast in a quotation from a speech by former President Obama re-

defining ‘these truths’ of her title as “honesty and hard work, courage and fair play, tolerance and 

curiosity, loyalty and patriotism.” As a critique of our current situation and how we got there, her 

last chapters can scarcely be improved upon. The flaws of her work are in the neglect of the quiet 

development of civil society and a decentralized economy and polity, which has given the nation 

its powers of endurance. 

 

 

 

 

Everything Old Is New Again – Or – Same As It Ever Was? 

 
 The title of our article presents us with two old expressions, both of which conjure up a 

myriad of examples that support each.  If a poll were taken, and wow, in an election year don’t 

we want another poll, there would probably be a substantial majority in favor of the former over 

the latter.  Movies, music, fashion, and probably the clearest example of all, television.  Is there a 

show on the air today that was not on thirty, forty and even fifty years ago?  Magnum, Hawaii 

Five-0, the F.B.I.  Is the new MacGyver still on? 

 

 When I think of “same as it ever was”, the first thought that comes to my mind is the Bar 

Library.  Now, to say this about a place can be a complement or an insult depending upon what it 

was to begin with.  It can also be a complement or an insult depending upon the context.  Let’s 

take a look at the Bar Library measured against “same as it ever was.” 

 

  What was the Bar Library in 1840, the year that it was established?  The Library was a 

place where the lawyers of Baltimore could come and utilize a first rate collection of legal works 

in order to advance the causes of their clients.  This material would, in many instances, otherwise 

be unavailable to them.  Kind of sounds like our promotional brochures of today, only with 

subscriptions to a vast number of legal databases, and yes, a book or two as well, the Library 

offers more than it ever has in its history.   

 

 There are other instances, however, when “same as it ever was” would be an insult, an 

insinuation that an institution was an anachronism that had failed to change with the times.  “I 

talked to the guy at the Bar Library today.  He said in five or ten years they were thinking of 

adding a computer.”  Would not be good.  Would not be accurate either.  With one of the most 

extensive collections of Westlaw databases of any library in the area, databases that we 

frequently add to upon member request, the Bar Library has striven to not just stay up with the 

times but ahead of them.    

 

 In many ways the Bar Library represents the very best of America.  In that the Library 

was established by the bench and bar after attempts to have a library formed by the local 

authorities failed, it reflects American initiative, a can do attitude of “we’ll do it ourselves.”  It 

also represents something that America has fallen short of frequently, and still grapples with 

today, and that is equal treatment for all, regardless of race or gender.  Everett J. Waring, the first 

African-American admitted to practice in Maryland and Etta Haynie Maddox, the first woman 



admittee, were members of the Library at a time when they were unwelcomed by just about 

every other legal organization there was.  Today, the Honorable Harry A. Cole Self-Help Center 

provides resources to self-help litigants in their efforts to obtain access to justice.  So, you see, at 

the Bar Library it truly is “Same As It Ever Was.”  Thanks for your help over the years in 

making it that way.  

 

                Joe Bennett 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


